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PROTO-KANYARA AND PROTO-MANTHARTA 

HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY 
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Harvard UniversiO,, Department o./" Linguistics 
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Comparison of two groups of Western Australian languages and reconstruction of 

their ancestors shows that one language from each group has undergone a number of 

striking phonological changes which have resulted in their having typologically unusual 

phonologies. The changes include loss and stopping of nasals, together with voicing, 

lenition and loss of stops conditioned by a hierarchy of consonant strength. These 

result in the existence of a voicing contrast for intervocalic stops (where the VOICELESS 

stops derive from original homorganic nasal-stop clusters and the VOICED stops from 

original plain stops), a lack of all nasal-stop clusters and the introduction of ir.tervocalic 

stop-stop clusters: all highly unusual features for Australian languages. Changes similar 

but not identical to these are shown to have occurred in two languages of another 

group in Western Australia, apparently quite independently. 

1. Introduction 

There have appeared in the past fifteen years a number of important 

contributions to the diachronic study of selected groups ef Australian 
languages, for example Hale (1964, 1966, 1976) on proto-P.man, O'Grady 
(1966) on proto-Ngayarda, Crowley 0976) on proto-Noithern New South 

Wales and Black (forthcoming) on the historical phonology of Kurtjar and 
Kuthant. The present paper farther adds to the growing store of comparative 

* This paper was written while I was a post-doctoral fellow in linguistics at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology; I am grateful to the Commonwealth Fund of New York for its generous 

support through the Harkness Fellowships program. For data and comments I am grateful to 

Barry AIpher, Ken Hale, Shelly Harrison, Paul Kiparsky, Terry Klokeid, David Nash and 

Geoff O'Grady, none o f  whom can be held responsible for any errors in the following pages. 
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data and demonstrates the linguistic history of another two groups of 

Australian languages. 
The languages concerned were spoken on or near the central coast of 

northern Western Australia (see 1.1) and are named by their speakers as 

Bayungu, Dhalandji, Burduna, Djiwadi, i Djururu, Wariyangga, Dhiin and 

Dhargari. The first three languages plus Dhargari were classified by O'Grady, 

Voegelin and Voegelin (1966) as members of the Kanyara subgroup of the 

Nyungic group of Pama-Nyungan.1 Later classifications, such as Klokeid 

(1969) and Wurm (1972) delete Dhargari from the Kanyara subgroup. All 

these classifications are based on lexical counts but, as I shall show below, 

reasonably strong non-lexical arguments can be put forward for not grouping 

Dhargari immediately with Bayungu~ Dhalandji and Burduna. O'Grady et al. 

classify Djiwarli, Wariyangga and Dhiin as members of the Mantharta 

subgroup of Nyungic but do not classify Djururu, apparently not having any 

data on the language at that time (see 1.1). The reasons for including it 

and Dhargari as members of Mantharta are outlined at 1.2. 

The Kanyara and Mantharta languages are clearly quite closely related 

(see the 90 reconstructions in Appendix 1); however, it is not clear whether 

they are any more closely related to one another than either is to the other 

subgroups of O'Grady et al.'s Nyungic. Much more work needs to be done 

on wider comparisons before this question can be resolved (but see 4.2). 

1.1. Language locations and sources 

The traditional (pre-contact) locations of the tribes speaking the languages 

dealt with here are given in detail by Tindale (1974), whose information 

coincides almost exactly with that supplied by my informants. The map 

of fig. 1, based on part of Tindale's map, gives the approximate locations of 
the eight languages. At present Dh~in and Djururu appear to be extinct 

while the other languages are all nearly so; none has more than about 20 

speakers (Dhalandji). Wariyangga and Djiwarli are spoken by one individual 

each. Present-c~;ay speakers live at Carnarvon or Onslow, Western Australia 
(see map). 

There is some evidence that Dhalandji shows minor dialectal variation. For 

some speakers, the locative case suffix attached to disyllables ending in a vowel 

is-riga and for others -ngka; there are no other notable lexical or gramraatical 

i The word kanyara means "man, Aboriginal person' in Bayungu, Dhalandji and Burduna, 

while mantharta has the same reference in the other languages, except for Dhargari which has 

borrowed kanyara from its eastern neighbours. On the useof  the word for 'man'  as a subgroup 

label see O'Grady (1966:!23, fn. ~6). 
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Fig. !. Approximate location of languages mentioned in the text - based on Tindale (1974L 

Von Brandenstein (1967) and Austin (1978). 

differences. Dhargari is spoken in two dialects which are virtually identical 

except that in one a contrast between laterals and stops is collapsed (see 

3.2.4). There is no other variation to be found in any other language. 

The sources of data on the languages are unpublished fieldnotes; Austin 

(1978) 2 for Bayungu, Dhalandji, Burduna, Djiwarli and Dhargari; O'Grady 

2 Fieldwork was supported by grants from the Department of Anthropology, University of 

Western Australia and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. For their assistance and 

friendship I wish to thank Dolly Butler and George Cooyou (Bayungu), Helen Hayes and 

George Hughes (Dhalandji), Hamish Cameron and Jack Spear (Burduna), Torn Darby and 

Donald Wiilering (Dhargari) and Jack Butler (Djiwarli). 
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(1967) for Djururu, Dhiin and Wariyangga and Klokeid (1967) for Dhargari. 

Some lexical and grammatical data on Dhargari is taken from Klokeid (1969). 

1.2. Language relationships 

On the basis of lexical comparisons it appears that all eight languages 

share a relatively large number of cognates. In addition, they have a number 

of  structural features in common, including: 

(1) the use of a separate accusative case suffix -nha to mark transitive object 

function for at least some classes of non-pronominal noun phrases. In most 

languages this includes NPs which refer to animates; in Dhalandji all NPs take 

the -nha case suffix. 

(2) the occurrence of the causative derivational affix -jipa- (-yiba- in 

Dhargari, see Klokeid 1969:37) which converts an intransitive verb root into 

a transitive stem. For example, we find Djiwadi (Austin 1979:28) pali-jipa- 
~to cause to vomit' and Bayungu and Dhalandji mukutyarni-jipa- 'to cause to 

laugh°. 

(3) the case marking of NPs in transitive object function in subordinate 

clauses and nominalizations differently from their marking in main claust's. 

In all languages transitive objects are case marked: 

(a) with allative case when in purposive subordinate clauses, as in the 

examples from Dhalandji (i) and Dhargari (ii): 

(i) ngatha puni-n murla-karta warni-ru 

I go-PRES meat-ALL cut-PURP 

"I am going to cut the meat." 

(ii) ngadha karda-nya ngurru-rda mana-ku 

I send-PAST horse-ALL get-PURP 

q sent (them) to get the horses.' 

(b) with dative when in nominalizations or 'relative' clauses, examples of 

the latter being: 

(i) ngatha nyina-yin murla-ku warni-lkarra 

I sit-PRES meat-DAT cut-REL 

'I sit cutting meat.' 

(ii) ngatha kupa-inha jupa-ku nhanya-ngu 

I sit-PRES chiid-DAT see-REL 

'I sit watching the children.' 
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Similarities such as these show the apparent relatedness of all the languages. 

However, Mantharta languages have a number of features in common which 

they do not share with Kanyara languages. These features are evidence for 

the subgrouping mentioned above and include: 

(l) all Mantharta languages have five verb suffixation patterns (con- 

jugations) which can be named after their purpose marker (cf. Klokeid 

1969:31) as I) -hi; 2) -rru, 3) -yi, 4) -ngku, 5) -a. Cognate verb roots are 

subcategorized in exactly the same conjugation in each Mantharta language. 

Bayungu and Burduna have only two verb conjugations while Dhalandji has 
three. 

(2) the verb 'to go' in Mantharta languages is irregular in having a root 

ptmi- in present and future tenses but yana- in imperative mood (see Klokeid 

1969: 35). In Kanyara languages the imperative is based on puni-. 
(3) the second person singular pronoun is nhurra while in Kanyara and 

many other Australian languages (Dixon 1972:6) nhurra is the second person 

plural pronoun. 

(4) the genitive case suffix is a reflex of *-ngu for first person (dual and 

plural) inclusive pronouns and a reflex of *-mpa elsewhere except for first 

person singular where the form is suppletive (e.g. Dhargari nganayt)~ In 

Dhalandji all genitives involve -ma and in Bayungu and Burduna -ngu. 

(5) the privative ('lacking') derivational suffix is a reflex of *-yirra while 

Kanyara languages have a reflex of *-pirritha. 
By adopting this subgrouping and comparing the available data there are 

cognates to establish 475 reconstructed forms. Of these, 90 have reflexes in 

both Kanyara and Mantharta languages, 273 in Kanyara only and 112 in 

Mantharta only. In the following sections the historical phonology of each 

subgroup is described. 

2. Kanyara historical phonology 

2.1. Reconstructed Jbrms 

As far as the phonological history of the Kanyara languages is concerned, 

Bayungu and Dhalandji are conservative while Burduna has undergone a 

number of innovative chang,~s. The set of reconstructed proto-Kanyara 

consonants and vowels is rel~"esented in table 1. 
Consonants which occur v~c :d initially in reconstructed forms are *p, *th, 

* j ,  *k, *m, *nh, *ny, *ng, *w and *y (see Appendix 1, 2), and word 
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"fable ! 
The reconstructed proto-Kanyara consonants and vowels. 

Bilabial Lamino-  Apico- Apico- Lamino- Dorso- 

dental a~,co~ar domal palatal velar 

Stop *p *th *~ *rt *j *k 

Nasal *m *nh *r, *rn *ny *ng 

Lateral *lh *1 *rl *ly 

Flap *rr 

Continuant *w *r *y 

front ceJ,~ral back 

High *i/*ii *u/*uu 

Low *a/*aa 

finally we find *n, *rn, *ny, *rr and *1 as in 84, 58, 15, 106 and 36. All 

consonants occur medially while clusters are restricted to a nasal, lateral 

or flap plus a stop. The following combinations occur at least once: 3 

homorganic nasal plus stop 

heterorganic nasal plus stop 

lateral plus stop 

flap plus stop 

*rap, *nth, *nt, *rnt, *n)j, *ngk 

*np, *nk, *rnk, *nyk 

*]p, *r/p, */)r, *lk, *r!k, *lyk 

*rrp. *rrk, *rrj 

e.g. 34, 8, 18, 20, 46, 75 
e.g. 214, 73, 122, 112 
e.g. 167, 209, 137, 136, 5, I19 
e.g. 16, 19, 38 

Vowels do not occur word-initially in the reconstructions. All three short 

vowels are found medially and finally, but the long vowels *ii, *uu and *aa 
appear only in the first syllable of forms (e.g. 14, 50, 62, 76, 147, 148, 288). 

2.2. Phonological developments 

Bayungu and Dhalandji reflect proto-Kanyara forms exactly while Burduna 

~as undergone some striking phonological developmehts including segment 

loss,.lenition and stopping of nasal consonants, The precise nature of these 

:levelopments and some examples attesting them are discussed in the following 

sections (see Appendix 1, 2 for further examples). 

s In lamino-dental and apico-domal clusters the digraph indicating point of articulation is 

written once only; thus:nh plus th is nth, rn plus rt is rnt. 
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2.2.1. Nasal loss 

In homorganic nasal-stop consonant clusters the nasal is lost in Burduna 

and the stop is reflected as voiceless (contrasting with voiced stops descending 

from single medial s t o p s -  see 2.2.3), 4 as in: 

(I) descent of *rap as p: 

proto-Kanyara Burduna gloss 

*pampura p~pura blind (98) 

*parrumpa parrupa wattle tree (104) 

* kumpu kupu urine (34) 

*jurump. jvrupu down of bird (201) 
*ngampu ngapu tree (309) 

2) descent of *.gk as k; 

*pungkurti pukurdi kangaroo (144) 

*/urnmgkaji /ur~&kayi honey (197) 
*kawungka ka;ruka egg (222) 

*nlumgkun nhuku, rotten (287) 

*wangka- waka- to speak (75) 

(3) descent of *nt as t: 

*kulanti kulati fruit type (237) 

*jintijinti .]itiyiti willy wag tail (191) 

*mintulu mitulu nail (269) 

* yun tura yutura flour (362) 

(4) descent of *nth as tit: 

*pintha pitha mud (8) 

*thinthi thithi clitoris (163) 

*thw~th. thuth, narrow (17 I) 

*kantharri katharri mother's mother (29) 

*wantha- watha- to give, put, place (71) 

4 0 ' G r a d y  (1966:!26, fn.44) mentions this development and states: 

"'In a parallel treatment of proto-Kanyara (PK) phonology which is in preparation, I will 

demonstrate that Buduna and Targari, the less conservative Kanyara languages, reflect PK 

consonantism with conspicuous innovation in the descent of nasals: in cluster with following 

homorganic stops, PK nasals have merged with zero in these languages; in other pre- 

consonantal environments, and prepausaUy, PK nasals are reflected as stops." 

To date O'Grady's paper has not appeared. There are two errors which appear in this 

quotation: 

(a) Dhargari (Targari) is not a daub" ter of proto-Kanyara but rather of proto-Mantharta; 

(b) in word final position proto-K.,.,yara nasals descend as nasals not stops in Burduna. 

Thus *yakan 'spouse' is yaan not yaat (but cf. inflected forms discussed under 2.2.2). Dhargari has 

developed a proscription against all word final consonants; -ma is suffixed to words which 

would end in a nasal and -pa to all other consonant final roots. Thus, we find absolutive case 

forms such ag yaganma "spouse' and wurrkalpa "throat, neck' (see Austin 1979:42 and Hale 

1973:449). 
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(5) descent of  *nbj as j :  
*pulanyji pulaji doctor (! 35) 
* kuloja k uja semen (245) 
*kuruwanyji kuntu'aji cat (250) 
*mininyja min~ia centipede (46) 
*yiminyja. yimija- to scratch (359) 

(6) descent of  *rnt as rt: 

*karntarra kartarra root, sinew (219) 
*kurntal kurtal daughter (36) 
*jarntinti jartiti waterhen (184) 
*marnta marta arm (39) 
*ngurnta- ngurta- to lie (68) 

As a result of this change, the synchronic canonical shapes of Burduna 

morphemes contain no (intervocalic) homorganic nasal-stop clusters. There 

are morphophonemic rules in the synchronic grammar which operate across 

morpheme boundaries to remove nasals from what would otherwise be 

homorganic nasal-stop clusters. Consider, for example, alternations such as 

the following ergative (transitive subject) and locative case forms: 

absolutive ergative locative gloss 

yaan yaatu yaata spouse 

nyinyarn to,inyartu nyinyarta chin 

thalany tha la thu  thalatha tongue 

The ergative consists of adding a homorganic stop plus u to the absolutive 

form with deletion of the final nasal. Locative is similarly laomorgan:~e stop 

plus a with deletion (of. Dhalandji ergative forms yakantu, nyin/arntu, 
thalanythu respectively), s 

The operation of these rules plus the historical change demonstrated 

here means that Burduna (and also Dhargari, cf. 3.2.1) has no words 

containing homorganic nasal-stop clusters. This is highly unusual, since this 

duster type is most frequently (and perhaps universally) permitted in 

Australian languages. 

2.2.2. Nasal stopping 

In non-homorganic nasal-stop clusters the nasal is reflected as a stop, 

resulting in stop-stop clusters. Such a synchronic pattern is highly unusual 

for an Australian language, especially those of the Pama-Nyungan family 

s Note that ny selects th rather than j as the stop - this may reflect a period in" the history 

o f  these languages when there was no laminal contrast (cf. Dixon 1970). 
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(as classified by O'Grady et al. 1966), although Dhargari shares this 

development with Burduna (see 3.2.2). Examples illustrating the development 

of  nasals as stops include: 

(I) stopping o f*ny  as j :  

*pirtinykura pirdijkura dotterel (I 12) 

* thulunyku thulujku crane (170) 

*murlanykara murlajkura twenty eight parrot (279) 

(2) stopping o f*n  as t: 

*kanparr katparr spider's web (214) 

*kankalha kathallm wild potato (215) 

*kankara katkara above (216) 

*jilinpiri jilitpiri mudlark (190) 

*,~..'~ka watka raw (73) 

(3) stopping of *rn as rt: 

*pirnkaji pirtkayi dish (122) 

*ngarnka ngartka beard (315) 

*warnkarn wartkarn chest (336) 

A morphophonemic rule identical to the historical development shown by 

these examples operates in the synchronic grammar of Burduna across 

morpheme boundaries whenever non-homorganic nasals would precede stops 

(cf. 2.2.1). So, for example, consider the forms: 

yaatkarra < yaan+ karra spouse+ kin dual 

nyinyartku < nyinyarn + ku chin + dative 

thalajku < thalany+ ku tongue+ dative 

A similar rule exists in the synchronic grammar of Dhargari, discussed in 

3.2.2. 

2.2.3. Consonant lenition 

In intervocalic position single laminal stops *th and *j lenite to y, as in 

the examples: 

( I )  ienition of *th to y: 

*patharri- payarri- to fight (91) 

*kutharra kuyarra two (31) 

*ngalha ngaya *..60) 

*ngathal ngayal parallel cousin (306) 

*wuthurta- wuyurda- to lie on one's stomach (349) 

(2) lenition of *j to y: 

*paja- paya- to drink (2) 

*fintijinti fitiyiti willy wag tail (191) 

*kujuru kuyuru word (229) 
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*majun mayun turtle (256) 

*nganaraji n g a n a r a y i  mountain devil (31 O) 

Synchroni~lly there is some evidence for lenition as a morphophonemic 

process ir~ Burduna, although the number of morphemes involved is small. 

At least one instance is the first person singular possessive suffix which has 

the allomorph~: 
-ji following a consonant 

-yi following a vowel 

as in: 

ngayalji < ngayal+ji parallel cousin+ my 

muulji < muul+ fi aunt+ my 
kardayi < karda +ji brother + my 

There are no examples of morpheme initial th in the corpus. 

The peripheral stops *p and *k also lenite to w between vowels which 

differ in quality and/or quantity; this latter specification is necessary to 

account for ienition of *p between long and short *a in *thaapaja (below). 

Examples illustrating peripheral lenit[on are: 

(1) lenition of *p to w: 

*papu pawu father (I) 

*pajapurtu p a y a w u r d u  dangerous (92) 

*t/laapaja thaawaya wild plum (150) 

*fipa- jiwa- to drive (188) 

*yapurru yawurru north (82) 

(2) lenition of *k to w: 

*puka puwa bad, rotten (I i) 

*jukara juwt,'ra hiding (198) 

*kakui ka~zfl testicles (206) 

*mika miwa back (267) 

*yukarri- ym~'arrb to stand (89) 

Leni~ion of single peripheral stops does not occur when the immediately 

preceding syllable contains *w (i.e. the glide identical to the glide which 

would result if lenitio~r~ applied). In this case, *p descends as VOICED b 

and *k as VOICED g, contrasting with the voiceless stops deriving from 

homorganic nasal-stop clusters (see 2.2.1). Examples illustrating the constraint 
are: 

*wapirri wabirri  wind (324) 

*wakurra wagurra crow (70) 

*pawuka pawuga grebe 005) 
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The peripheral glide w is also the reflex of  *p and *k between IDENTICAL, 

vowels in disyllabic roots ending in a vowel, i.e. ending in an open syllable. 

There are only two instances of  this in the reconstructions, namely: 

*ngapa- ngawa, to cover (59) 

*thaka- thawa- to get (154) 

There is one example of *k between identical vowels in a disyllable where the 

initial consonant is *w, here lenition does not occur and the stop is 

reflected as voiced. Apparently the constraint noted above applies here also: 

*wiki wigi saliva (77) 

In forms which do not meet any of the conditions described here loss of *p 

and *k occurs. This is discussed at 2.2.4. 

Lenition of peripheral stops occurs in the morphophonemic rules which 

can be set up for Burduna synchronically to explain allomorphy such as: 

dative case: -ku after consonants 

-wu after vowels 

ablative case:-parti after consonants 

-warti after i, u 6 

as in: 

thalajku < thalany+ ku tongue+ dative 

murlawu < murla+ ku meat+dative 

yaatparti < yaan+ parti spouse+ ablative 

ngapuwarti < ngapu + parti tree+ ablative 

While the constraint involving preceding w may not apply (the data are 

insufficient to be sure on this point) it is clear that a process similar to 

that which operated .historically is still relevant in the synchronic grammar 

of  the language. 

2.2.4. Consonant loss 

Intervocalic single peripheral stops *p and *k under conditions other than 

those specified under 2.2.3 are lost. That is, *p and *k are reflected as 

zero between identical vowels in disyllables ending in a consonant and in 

all roots of  more than two syllables. The identical vowels collapse as long - 

t, Following a the ablative case suffix is -arti, i.e. deletion of  p occurs (see 2.2.4). 
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this means effectively that Burduna has extended the original (proto-l<.anyara) 

length contrast: 
(i) to more forms, increasing i ts  'functional load' 

(ii) to more structural positions, that is to syllables other than the first 

(see for example the reflex of *wampaparnti below). 

Examples illustrating loss of *p and *k include: 

(1) di-syllabic roots ending in a consonant 

(2) 

*mukul muul father's sister (47) 

*yakan yaan spouse (81) 

polysyllables 

*wampaparnti wapaarti anthill (331) 

*pukurra puurra devil (129) 

*jukurtu juurdu smoke (21) 

* kukulara kuulara dove (232) 

Long vowels are more frequent in Burduna than in either of its two Kanyara 

relatives. They arise synchronically in non-initial syllables as a result of 
certain types of suffixation. For example, the ablative case suffix (mentioned 
under 2.2.4) has the form -arti following stems ending in a, for example: 

mayaarti < maya+patti house+ ablative 
wathaarti < watha+ parti where+ ablative 

Also, the imperative form of L-conjugation verbs ending in a involves 

lengthening the final vowel; the imperative is historically *-ka. Examples are: 

Stem Imperative gloss 
watha- wathaa to give 
nhuula- nhuulaa to push 

paya- payaa to eat 

2.2.5. Other consonants 

In intervocalic position the plain apical stop *rt is reflected as a voiced stop 

rd in Burduna. Examples of this occur in the reflexes presented above and 
especially in (3), (4), (9), (10), (17), (21), (23), (24), (25), (32), (56), (69), (83), 

(92), (103), (111), (115), (131), (144), (152), etc. (Appendix 1, 2). There are 
no Burducta cognates reflecting proto-Kanyara *t. 

All other proto-Kanyara consonants, that is, laterals, the flap and 
eontinuants, are reflected unchanged in Burduna. Examples may be found in 
Appendix 1 and 2. 

The reflexes of the proto-Kanyara consonants affected by the developments 
described above are set out in table 2. 
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Table 2 

Burduna consonant reflexes. 

307 

Proto-segment Intervocalic environment a Post-nasal 

I 2 3 

Preceding stops 

homorganic non-homorganic 

*p w 0 b p 

*k w 0 g k 

*th y th 

*j y J 
*rt rd rt 

p 

*m m 0 

*ng ng 0 

*nh nh 0 

*ny ny 0 

*n n 0 

*rn rn 0 

J 
t 

rt 

a Environments: 

(I) between non-identical vowels where the preceding syllable does not contain *w or between 

identical vowels in a disyllable ending in a vowel where preceding syllable does not contain *w. 

(2) between identical vowel~ in a polysyllable or disyllable ending in a consonant where the 
preceding syllable does not contain "1t.. 

(3) elsewhere. 

2.2.6. Vowels 

Proto-Kanyara vowels are reflected unchanged in Burduna, except where 

long vowels result from coalescence of two short vowels following loss of 

peripherals (see 2.2.4). There are two instances where a vowel is changed, 

but they seem to be explainable as instances of assimilation. The prolo form, 

*kartaju 'night time' (24) is reflected as kardayi where the final *u appears 

to have assimilated to the preceding laminal stop and is reflected as i. 

Similarly, for *kayulu 'water' (223) we find *u reflected as i in kayilu 
under the influence of  the preceding y. Otherwise vowels are unaffected. 

In the following sections the phonological history of Dhargari is considered. 

3. Mantharta historical phonology 

3.1. Reconstructed Jbrms 

Reconstruction of  laroto-Mantharta shows t h a t  all daughters except 

Dhargari reflect the proto forms unchanged. Dhargari has undergone a 
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number of changes, some exactly the same as Burduna (2 above), resulting in 

the development of a voicing contrast for stops and the loss of all intervocalic 

nasal-stop dusters. 
The r~nstruCted phonological system of proto-Mantharta is identical to 

that reconstructed for proto-Kanyara, as set out under 2.1. The phonotactics 

of the proto-language are the same also. Note especially that long vowels 

also occur only in the first syllable of reconstructed forms for proto- 

Mantharta (cf. 3.2.4). 

3.2. Phonological developments 

Historical changes which Dhargari has undergone include loss of homor- 

ganic nasals, stopping of non-homorganic nasals and some lenition of stops. 

In addition, one dialect of Dhargari (called the 'd-dialect' by Klokeid 1969) 
reflects proto-Mantharta lateral consonants as stops. This is discussed at 

3.2.4. 

3.2.1. Nasal loss 

In homorganic nasal-stop clusters Dhargari loses the nasal, as in Burduna 

(2.2.1), and the stop is reflected as voiceless, contrasting with voiced stops 

deriving from plain intervocalic stops. The voicing contrast is more strongly 

attested in Dhargari because lenition of peripherals and laminals is not as 

pervasive (see 3.2.3). Examples illustrating loss of nasals are (see Appendix !) 
(6), (8), (20), (29), (34), (36), (39), (46), (67), (68), (69), (71), (72), (75), (79), 
(81), 7 and: 

proto-Mantharta Dhargari gloss 

*jumpa jupa child (408) 

*kampa kapa to cook (412) 

*kumpa kupa to sit (426) 

*nhampara nhapara dingo (442) 

*wampurra wapurra feather (457) 

*puntha- putha- to wash (385) 

* thantha thatha bark (394) 

* kuntharti kuthardi tail (427) 

*yanja yaca another (469) 

*thurnti thurti vegetable food (400) 

*wirntu wirtu dead (463) 

*pungka- puka- t~ blow (386) 

" These sixteen forms have cognates of identical shape in Burduna - see 2.Z ! for examples. 
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*pungka- puka- to scratch (387) 

*karlangkarangu karlakarangu ohl man (411) 

*kungka kuka soakage (428) 

*ngangka ngaka mother (450) 

In its synchronic grammar Dhargari has rules deleting nasals which would 

otherwise occur across a morpheme boundary before a homorganic stop 

(of. Burduna forms mentioned in 2.2.1). Thus, ergative and locative case 

inflections involve addition of a stop plus vowel and deletion of stem final 

nasals, as in (see also Klokeid 1969:10-11): 

absolutive ergative locative gloss 

.vagatmul )'agatu yagata spouse 

thukm|'nui thaktthu thalatha tongue 

3.2.2. Nasal stopping 

In non-homorganic nasal-stop clusters the proto-Mantharta nasal is 

reflected as a stop in Dhargari (cf. 2.2.2). Examples illustrating this are: 

proto-Mantharta Dhargari gloss 

*parnka partka big (373) 

*pinkirti pitkirdi rib (376) 

*kanpa katpa scorpion (413) 

*ngdalo'ma -s ngaaeki- to breathe (449) 

*wm ka watka alive (73) 

Synchronically, nasals alternate with stops across morpheme boundaries 

where otherwise non-homorganic nasal-stop clusters would result. The 

following two examples illustrate this (see also Klokeid 1969:10): 

waracku < warany+ ku food+ dative 

yagatparri < yagan+ parri spouse+ having 

3.2.3. Consonant ienition 

In intervocalic position preceding or following the high front vowel *i 

the lamino-palatal stop *j is lenited to y in Dhargari. In all other 

environments *j is reflected as j (contrasting with c which descends from 

*nyj), The number of examples illustrating this are few, but consider the 

following: 

s ."?,he verb 'to oreathe ~s blmorphemlc and consists of ngamo' breath, chest plus a verbalizer 

whkh in Djururu, Wariyangga and Dhiin is -ma. Dhargan has replaced .ma with -ki. 
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proto-Mantharta Dhargari gloss 

*mujira-ru muvira- to steal (438) 

*ny(iu nyiyu elbow (443) 

*paja- paja- to drink (2) 

*thuju thuju soft (397) 

*kajarlpu kajarlpu emu (409) 

Unlike Burduna (2.2.3), lamino-dental *th does not lenite in intervocalic 

position in Dhargari but descends as a voiced stop (like other stops - 

see 3.2.4), as the following show: 

proto-Mamharla Dhargari gloss 

*pathi- pudhi- ~: hit (382) 

* thuthu ,qmdhu dog ~396) 

*kutharra kudharra two t31) 

*ngatha ngadha 1 (57) 

*ngathi- ngadhi- to ,-ry, weep (446) 

The peripheral stop "e bc.com~ w 9 when intervocalic, however *k does not 

lenite but descends as g (contrasting with k from *ngk). Klokeid (1969:11) 

notes that in a few Dhargari stems g is apparently in free variation with w, 

an example being: 

jugu- or juwu- 'to throw'.  

No other  examples are provided so it is impossible to know the conditions 

under which this alternation occurs; perhaps it is indicative of a g to w 

leni:ion about to begin. 

1"he following forms illustrate the descent of *p as w and *k as g:~O 

proto-Mantharta Dhargari gloss 

*papa pawa water (364) 

*japurta jawurdu beard (17) 

*J~apurtiny kawurd#o, kidney (23) 

*nhupalu nhuu'ah~ you two (52) 

9 There are no examples o f  *p between two vowels when the preceding syllable contains a *w. 

it may be that the dissimilation constraint noted for Burduna applies also to Dhargari; however, 

the data bearing on the question are lacking. 

~o In these and later examples I give forms in the I-dialect of Dhargari, rather than the 

d-dialect (see 3.2.4). There are two examples where proto-Mantharta *k appears to have been 

lost in Dhargari, namely *jukurtu 'smoke' (21) and *jartukurla 'nape' (403) for which I have 

recorded Dhargari attestations juurdu and jarduurla, it may be that these are misheariags or 

that w is elided phonetically between two u vowels. 
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*ngapa. ngawa- to cover, rub, paint (59) 

*yapurru .vawurru north (82) 

*poka. poga. to copulate (365) 

*pakalya lx~galva good (366) 

*puka puga bad, rotten (I I) 

*kakara kagara hip (26) 

*mukul mugul Pather's sister (47) 

*wakurra n'agurra crow (70) 

*/uku- /ugu- to throw (407) 

In the synchronic grammar of Dhargari there are morphophonemic rules 

which operate to lenite consonants under conditions similar but not identical 

to those described above for the historical changes. Firstly, lenition of 

morpheme-initial c to y occurs when it follows a morpheme-final vowel. 

Examples of the privative ('lacking') illustrate this (see also KIokeid 1969:20): 

yagatcirrangu < yagan+ cirrangu spouse+ privative 

pawayirrangu < pawa+ cirrangu water + privative 

kurlkiyirrangu < kurlki+ cirrangu girl + privative 

thudhuyirrangu < thudhu+ cirrangu dog+ privative 

Morpheme initial p ienites to w following a high vowel; following the low 

vowel a the p is deleted and a long vowel results. This deletion is 

reminiscent of Burduna and differs from the historical descent of *p in 

Dhargari. Consider the following forms of the ablative case (see also 

Klokeid 1969:29; similar facts hold for the 'having' affix -patti): 

yagatparti < yagan +patti spouse + ablative 

thudhuwarti < thudhu+parti dog+ ablative 

kurlkiwarli < kurlki+parti girl+ ablative 

pawaarti < pawa+ parti water+ ablative 

We also find that morpheme initial k is subject to lenition following a 

vowel, as these dative case forms show: '~ 

yagatku < yagan + ku spouse+ dative 

thudhuwu < thudhu+ ku dog+ dative 

kurikiwu < kurlki+ ku girl+dative 

pawawu < pawa+ku water+dative 

The morphophonemic rule involved in these examples has no parallel in the 

history of Dhargari roots since *k descends as g, however it does resemble 

the Burduna lenition described in 2.2.3. 

1~ Klokeid (1969:26) writes -yu as the dative case affix following stems ending in i. It may 

be that w assimilates to the preceding high vowel, at least phonetically. 
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We may summarize the lenition facts of Dhargari history as follows: 

intervocalic position 

*j y / i ; j elsewhere 

*th dh 

*p w 

*k g 

3.2.4.. Other consonants 

The apico-alveolar and apico-domal stops *t and *rt descend as voiced 

stops in intervocalic position and are unchanged elsewhere. Examples 

illustrating this may be found above and include (3), (4), (9), (10), (17), 

(21), (23), (24), (25), (38), (56), (69), etc. 

Nasals, other than those mentioned under 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, are unchanged 

in Dhargari reflexes. Similarly, r, rr ~2 and y do not undergo change There 

is some weak evidence that *w descends as w word-initially and inter.. 

vocalically between vowels of different quality; between identical vowels *w 

appears to be deleted. There are three Dhargari forms with cognates in 

Bayungu (unfortunately, the items are not known for another Mantharta 

language) which illustrate this latter development, namely: 

Dhargari Bayungu gloss 

thaalu thawalu shade 

thuruurru thuruwurru road 

ngarnaarra ngarnawarra bird type 

If the confirmatory data were available it might be possible to say that 

proto-Mantharta *w deletes between identical vowels in Dhargari. 

The descent of lateral consonants serves to differentiate two dialects of 

Dhargari In one dialect (called by Klokeid (1969:1) the 'l-dialect') ~3 laterals 

are reflecteci unchanged while in the other (the 'd-dialect') they descend as: 

(a) stops in preconsonantal position, as in (5), (36), (47), (380), (381), 

12 The contrast between t and rr is not well established synchronically and the two appear 

to fluctuate freely in a number o f  roots~ for insta~ce ~cold' (proto-Mantharta *nguntun) is 

heard as ngutunma and ngurrunma. In his Dhargari grammar Klokeid states that there is no 

contrast between the stop and the flap (Klokeid 1969:3). 

~3 It is not clear to me that 'dialect' is the correct label to be applied here as neither 

Klokeid nor I succeeded in differentiating between speakers in geographical terms. Currently, 

l-dialect and d-dialect speakers are  found in the same localities, 
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(392), (398), (409) in Appendix i, 3. Here they merge with stops which 

arise from nasals preceding non-homorganic stops (see 3.2.2). 

(b) voiced stops intervocalically merging with the voiced stops dh, d, j and 

rd which are reflexes of *th, *t, *j and *rt respectively. This merged stop 

series contrasts with the voiceless stops which derive from homorganic nasal- 

stop clusters (see 3.2.1), Examples of lateral stopping are (7), (13), (15), (28), 

(33), (43), (44), (48), (53), (54), (61), (78), (80), (85), etc. 

As a result of these two changes the phonemic inventory of d-dialect 

Dhargari lacks a lateral series ~'* but has a full set of voiced stops (except for 

b which appears to be lacking), ts as set out in table 3. This inventory is 

Table 3 

Phonemic invenlory of  d-dialect Dhargari. 

Bilabial Lamino-dental Apico-alveolar Lamino-palatal Apico-domal Velar 

Voiceless stop p th t c rt k 

Voiced stop dh d j rd g 

Nasal m nh n ny rn ng 

Flap rr 

Continuant y r w 

unusual for an Australian language owing to the lack of laterals and the 

presence of a phonemic voicing contrast. 

The reflection of proto-Mantharta consonants is summarized in table 4, 

which may be compared with table 2 in 2.2.5. 

3.2.5. Vowels 
Proto-Mantharta vowels are reflected unchanged in Dhargari, except in the 

word *kartaju which becomes kardayi with assimilation of the final u to the 

preceding y. If our conclusions about loss of intervocalic *w are correct 

(see 3.2.5) then the only other point to be raised in connection with vowels is 

m,, There are sporadic examples in Klokeid's notes and Klokeid (1969) showing fluctuation 

between a lateral and a stop. There is only one instance where I regularly appears and that 

is in the future tense inflection o f  .ru class verbs, namely .la (never .da) and inflections 

bt,ilt upon it (dubiative, intentive, admonitive and subjunctive - see Klokeid 1969:31). 

~s Klokeid (1969:3) lists b as a phoneme however, as far as 1 can tell, phonetic [b] only 

o c c u r s :  

(a) as the second member of  a consonant cluster, where it does not contrast with [p]; 

(b) as a variant of  w in a few words, for example paba or pawa 'water'. 
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Table 4 

Dhargari consonant reflexes. 

intervocalic Post-nasal Preceding stop 

homorganic non-homorganic 

*p w 

*k g 

*th dh 

*j y/i 

j elsewhere 

*t d 

*rt rd 

* m  m 

*ng ng 

*nh nh 

*ny ny 

*n n 

*rn rn 

P 
k 

th 

C 

t 

rt 

C 

t 

rt 

d-dialect: 

*lh dh 

*ly j c 

*! d t 

*rl rd rt 

that two identical short vowels coalesce as long after this deletion occurs. 

No~:e that the history of Dhargari is identical to that of  Burduna in this 

respect. 

4. Some compa~'isons 

4.1. Burduna and Dhargari 

As we have seen, Burduna and Dhargari have very similar, but not identical, 

linguistic histories. A comparison of them can throw light on these histories 

and suggest a possible alternative analysis. 

The developments shared in common are the following: 

(a) loss of  nasals in homorganic clusters 

(b) stopping o f  nasals in non-homorganic clusters 

(c) voicing of (some)intervocalic stops 
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(d) lenition of  (some) intervocalic stops, plus, in Burduna loss in certain 

environments 

In order to account for these developments I suggest that two historical 
changes took place: 16 

(1) stopping of  all nasals in preconsonantal position - in homorganic 

clusters this gives rise to geminate stops i.e. m p >  pp which later degeminate 

and are realized as phonemically VOICELESS. Note that degemination must 

have followed voicing of  single stops (2a). 

(2) lenition (and loss) of  single intervocalic stops through three stages: 

(a) voicing of all intervocalic stops - in Burduna this is reflected in rd, and 

in Dhargari in d, rd, dh and g; 

(b) ienition of voiced stops to glides - lenition is conditioned by a hierarchy 

on which stops are ranged from weakest (leniting) to strongest (non-leniting). 

For Dhargari we find: 

d, rd, dh g j b 

lenition: . . . . . . . . . .  ~ b 4 

none some fluctuation near i free 

in individual only 

roots 

Fig. 2. 

Thus, b is always lenited to w; j sometimes (i.e. in the environment o f / )  

to y; g sporadically to w and dh, d and rd not at all. The Burduna 

hierarchy only distinguishes the apical stops (non-leniting) from all others 

(leniting under conditions set out in 2.2.3), that is: 

(d), rd dh, j, g, b 

lenition: ! 

none lenite subject to constraints 

Fig. 3. 

,6 Von Brandenstein (1967:14) informally states the same conclusion but without providing 

reconstructions to demonstrate its validity. He notes that "characteristic of the ... relation 

between Talandji and its hinterland partner Purduna is, amongst others, the change of nC 

and rjC > CC,  in other words, gemination, not loss, as a result of bias against clusters with n 

and rj in first position". I am not sure what von Brandenstein meant by the phrase "amongst 

others"; he also se~ms to have failed to recognize the parallels between the history of Burduna 

and Dhargari. 
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In relation to this hierarchy of 'consonant strength' we may note that Foley 

(1973, 1977) proposes, on the basis of fricativization and "deletion rules 

(which apply first to weak consonants), that Germanic and a number of 

other language groups show the following hierarchy: 

k t p 

g d b 

weakest . . . . . .  ) strongest 

Fig. 4. 

Burduna and Dhargari appear to be partial counterexamples to any universal 

claims based on this hierarchy in that they show apical .stops as stronger than 

bilabials; also note that velars are not weakest here, contra Foley (1977:32). 

(c) in Burduna only. deletion of b and g subject to the constraints set out in 

2.2.3. This deletion suggests that we may differentiate the Burduna hierarchy 

of consonant strength (above) into three rather than two categories as follows: 

lenition: 

(d), rd dh, j g, b 

I " 

none lenite 

deletion: I ] 

delete 

Fig. 5. 

Note that now Dhargari and Burduna show one slight difference, namely 

the placement o f j  which in Dhargari is between b and g but in Burduna is 

placed above them by its failure to undergo deletion. 

The more general account proposed here allows us to link nasal stopping 

with nasal loss and to suggest that there is a consonant strength hierarchy 

which conditions lenition and deletion of intervocalic stops. 

4.2. The Ngayarda languages 

The group: of l a n ~ g e s  spoken immediately to the north of the Kanyara 
and Mantharta languages are classified by O'Grady (1966 : 72 )a s  th 
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Ngayarda subgroup o f  the Nyungic group o f  the Pama-Nyungan Family". 

According to O'Grady's  account  two of  these languages, Yindjibarndi and 

Gurama have undergone historical changes which resulted in lenition and loss 

o f  intervocalie stops. There are basically two changes involved: 

(1) loss - proto-Ngayarda non-apical consonants are lost intervocalically 

in two syllable verb roots and three or more syllable nominal roots 17 when 

flanked by identical vowels. The vowels coalesce as long, for example: 

proto-Ngayarda Yindjibarndi gloss 

*paja- pan- to bite 

*paka- paa- to break 

*yukurru yuurru dog 

* thapatha thaatha vegetable food 

(2) lenition - proto-Ngayarda *p, *k lenite to w, *j to y and *th to a dental 

glide written by O'Grady as.)', except under three conditions: 

(a) the preceding vowel is long 

(b) the word initial consonant is a glide (w or y) identical to that which 

would result if lenition occurred 

(c) the preceding syllable contains a non-apical stop followed by a vowel. 

Examples illustrating this are: 

proto-Ngayarda Yindjibarndi gloss 

*papa pawa water 

*puka puwa rotten 

*muja- muya- to steal 

*putha pu),a head 

Compare these with: 

* waakurra waakurra crow 

*wapa wapa healthy, well 

* thapatha thaatha vegetable food 

17 Verbs always take a non-zero inflection of at least the form -(C)CV and so inflected 
verbs are always three or more syllables. O'Grady does not mention the category difference 
affecting consonant loss here but couches it in terms of "two mora bound stems and longer 
Free stems". The only reconstructed bound stems are verb roots. 
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If we compare these developments with those described for Burduna (2.2) 

we note the following similarities and differences: 

(1) Burduna also loses consonants intervocalicaUy between identical 

vowels, however iess is restricted to *p and *k (thus, of. Burduna paya-, 

Yindjibarndi paa- 'to bite') and does not apply in disyllabic verb roots, 

though it does in disyllabic nominal roots ending in a consonant (see 2.2.4). 

Like Yindjibarndi, *w in the preceding syllable prevents loss (and lenition) 

in Burduna. 
(2) Lenition appears to be the same in both language groups, including 

the dissimilation constraint of preceding *w (Burduna shows no examples of 

words originally containing *j where there is a *y in the preceding syllable(s)). 

One minor difference appears to be that *j and *th have different lenited 

reflexes in Yindjibarndi while they fail together as y in Burduna. 

Yindjibarndi and Gurama are the only two Ngayarda languages to have 

undergone these changes; other members of the group are phonologically 

conservative. Interestingly, although these innovative languages are contiguous 

(see Von Brandenstein 1967) neither is geographically adjacent to Bur.duna or 

Dhargari; the conservative Djururu, Dhiin and Nhuwala (Ngayarda) inter- 

vene between the two innovating islands. The similar historical developments 

have apparently taken place independently. 

5. Conclusions 

Comparisons of Kanyara and Mantharta languages have shown that while 

most of them are phonologically conservative one language from each group 

has undergone striking phonological changes which have adjusted their 

phonemic inventories and resulted in unusual phonotactic patterns. Burduna 

and Dhargari have undergone the changes of: 

(1) loss of all nasals in homorganic nasal-stop clusters. 

(2) stopping of nasals in non-homorganic nasal-stop clusters. 

(3) voicing of intervocalic stops and lenition of some voiced stops. 

In Burduna lenition applies to *p, *k, *th, *j but in Dhargari only to *p 

and *j (in the environment of */). 

(4) in Burduna loss of *p and *k under certain specified conditions. 

(5) in one dialect of Dhargari merger of laterals with stops resulting in the 

disappearance of all lateral consonants. 

These changes have resulted in the two languages showing a number of 

features which are unusual in  Australia: 
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(1) a phonemic voicing contrast for stops in intervocalic position 

(2) the lack of all intervocalic clusters of nasal plus stop 

(3) inter,,ocalic stop-stop clusters 

(4) in one dialect of  Dhargari the lack of lateral consonants 

Comparison of these developments with neighbouring Ngayarda languages 

shows that some of them too have undergone consonant lenition and loss 

but not nasal loss or stopping. As a result their phonological systems have 

not been so drastically affected. 

Appendix I: Reconstructions with reflexes in both Kanyara and Mantharta languages 

The following listing gives reconstructed proto-forms which have reflexes in both Kanyara 

and Mantharta languages, together with their glosses. Reflexes in the daughter languages are 

coded as: 

I Bayungu 

2 Dhalandji 

3 Burduna 

4 Djiwarli 

5 Djururu 

6 Wariyangga 

7 Dhiin 

8 Dhargari - I-dialect 

9 Dhargari - d-dialect 

Where the reflex undergoes phonological change there is an entry following the relevant 

number, otherwise only the number is listed. So, for example: 

* kapurtiny kidney 1,2 ;3 kawurdiny; 4,6 ;8,9 kawurdiny 

indicates that the proto-form for 'kidney' is *kapurtiny which is reflected as kapurtito, in 

Bayungu, Dhalandji, Djiwarli and Wariyangga; as kawurdiny in Burduna and in both Dhargari 

dialects. 

1 *papu father 

2 *paja- to drink 

3 *partarra star 

4 *parturrv bustard 

5 *parlku ankle 

6 *parnti- to smell 

7 *pilarna cloud, thunder 

8 *pintha mud 

9 *piyarta dry 

10 *purtiwarra soon 

11 *puka bad, rotten 

12 *punb togo 
13 *purula heart 

2 ;3 pawu;4,5,6,7 

!,2 ;3 paya- ;4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 pa:'darra ;4,7 ;8,9 pardarra 

! ,2 ;3 pardurra ;4,5 ;8,9 pardurra 

1,2,3,4,5,6,8 ;9 partku 

i,2;a patti-;5,6,7;8,9 parti- 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ;9 pidarna 

2 ;3 pitha ;6:8,9 pitha 

1,2 ;3 piyarda ;6 ;8,9 piyarda 

1,2 ;3 purdiwarra ;6 ;8,9 purdiwarra 

2 ;3 puwa;4,5,6;8,9 puga 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,7;9 puruda 
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14 *thaa mouth 

15 * thalany tongue 

15 *tharrpa- to enter 

17 *japurta b e a r d  

I8 *janlira old woman 

19 *jarrku three 

20 *jirnti sky 

21 *jukurtu smoke 

22 *juru sun 

23 *kapurtiny kidney 

24 *kartaju night time 

25 *kartarra jaw 

26 *kakara hip 

27 *kalya armpit 

28 */carla fire 

29 *kantharri mother's mother 

30 *kawari west 

31 *kutharra two 

32 *kurfangara whirlwind 

33 *kulu louse 

34 *kumpu urine 

35 *kuna faeces 

36 *kurntal daughter 

37 *kuru eye 

38 *kurrjarta spear 

39 *marnta arm 

40 *mara hand 

41 *maya house 

~.2 *mava(;garra rainbow 

43 *mayili l~ther's father 

44 *mMa slaeulder, upper arm 

45 *mimi mother's brother 

46 *min#oja centipede 

47 *muktd father's sister 

48 * mulha nose 

49 *mura son 

50 *nha(a)- to see 

51 *nhaa what ?, something 

52 *nl, upalu you two 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,5,6,7,8 ;9 thadany 

!,3,7,8,9 : 

i.2 ;3 :awurda;4.5,6.7 ;8.9 :awurda 

1.2 ;3 jatira ;4 ;8.9 jaKra 

1.2.3.4.5.63.8.9 

1.2 ;3 jirti;4.5.6.7 ;8.9 jirti 

2 ;3 juurdu ;4.6 ;8 juurdu 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 kawurdiny ;4,5 ;8,9 kau,urdiny 

2 ;3 kardayi;5,6,7 ;8,9 kardayi 

1,2,6;8,9 kardarra 

1,2,4;8,9 kagara 

2.3.5.6.7.8 ;9 kaja 

i,2,3,4.5,6,7.8 ;9 karek~ 

1,2;3 katharri;4,6 :8,9 katharri 

1,2,3,7,8,9 

1,2;3 kuyarra ;4,5,6, 7 ;8,9 kudharra 

1,2 ~3 kurdangara;5,6,7 

1,2,3,5,6,7,8 ;9 kudu 

1,2 ;3 kupu;4,6,7;8,9 kupu 

i,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 kurtal ;6 ;8 kurtal ;9 kurtat ( pa / ' s 

! ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9 

1,2:3 kurrjarda ;4,5,6 ;8,9 kurr]arda 

2 ;3 otarta ;4,6;8,9 nmrta 

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,6,8,9 

1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9 

!,2,3,6,8 ;9 mayMi 

1,2,3.6,7,8 ;9 mtrda 

1,2,3,4,6,8,9 

I;3 mind~a;4;8,9 minion 

1,2 ;3 muM; 4,6 ;8 mugul;9 mugut(pa) 

2,3,4,5,6,7,8:9 mudha 

1,2,3,6,8,9 

2 nhaku- ;3 nhanha- ;4,6,7,8,9 
nhanya- 19 

I nhartu;2,3 nhani;4,8,9 nhaa 19 

1,2;3 nhuwah~ ;8 nhuwalu ;9 nhuwadu 

~s See footnote 4, point b above, 

19 None of  the modern languages allows monosyllabic words not containing a long vowel. 

If we assume the saaie phonotactics for proto-Kanyara and proto-Mantharta then the 

reconstructions would both be *nhaa where the daughter languages have added idiosyncratic 

increments o f  the form CV. 
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53 *nhuula- to push 

54 *nlmrli crooked 

55 *nhurra you (plural) 

56 *n)~rtu left hand 

57 *n)~n)q pubic hair 

58 *nyin)~rn chin 

59 *ngapa- to cover, rub. paint 

60 *ngatha ! 

61 *ngafi we (dual) 

62 *nganhurru we (plural) 

63 *ngana who?. someone 

64 *ngawu yes 

65 *nguu face 

66 *ng~mha that 

67 *nguntun head cold 

68 *~l~urnta- to lie 

69 *wartanm east 

70 *wakurra crow 

71 *wantha- to put, place, give 

72 *wantha where?, somewhere 

73 *wanka alive 

74 *warm- to cut 

75 *wangka- to speak 

76 *warra- to sing 

77 *wiki saliva, split 

78 *wirlarra moon 

79 *wiingka. to pull 

80 *wulu thigh 

81 *wurnta- to break 

82 *yapurra north 

83 *yarti creek 

84 *yakan spouse 

85 *yalha ground, sand 

86 *yinha this 

87 *yini name 

88 *yirra tooth 

89 *yukarri- to stand 

90 *yungu rain 

1,2,5,7,8 ;9 nhuuda- 

2,3,5,6,7,8 ;9 nhurdinh~.,rdi 

1~2,3A,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 nyardu :4,5,6,7 ;8,9 Io'ardu 

1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 ngawa- ;9 ngawa- 

i,2:3 ngaya :4.5,6,7 ;8,9 ngadha 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ;9 ngadi 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ;8,9 nganhurra 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,6,8,9 

i ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,6,8,9 

I ;3 ngutun ;6 ;8,9 ngutun 

1,2:3 ngurta- :4,6,7 ;8,9 ngurta- 

1,2;3 wardatu ;5,6 ;8,9 wardatu 

2 ;3 wagurra ;4,6 ;8,9 wagurra 

2 ;3 watha- ;4,5,6,7 ;8,9 watha- 

1,2;3 watha;4,6;8,9 watha 

! .2 ;3 watka ;4,5,6,7 ;8,9 walka 

1,2,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 waka- ;4,5,6.7 ;8,9 waka- 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9 

1,2;3 wigi;5,6,7;8,9 wigi 

1,2,3,4,5,7,8 ;9 wirdarra 

1.2 ;3 wiika- ;5,6,7 ;8,9 wiika- 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8:9 wudu 

1,2;3 wurta-;4,5,6,7;8,9 wurta. 

2;3 yawurru;4,5,6;8,9 yawurru 

1 ;3 yardi;4,5,6,7;8,9 yardi 

! ,2 ;3 yaan ;6,7 ;8,9 yagan 

2.3,4,6,7 ;9 yadha 

1,3,4,6,8,9 

! ,2,3,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

1,2 ;3 yuwarri- ;5,6.7 ;8,9 yugarri- 

2,3,4,6,7,8,9 
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Appendix 2: Reconstructions with reflexes in Kanyara languages only 

91 *patharri- to fight !,2 ;3 payarr# 

92 *pajapurtu dangerous 1,2 ;3 payawurdu 

93 *pakanta cyclone 1,2 

94 *pakupaku bellb.ird 1,2 

95 *palha brother 1,2 
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96 *palharta blue tongue lizard 1,2 ;3 palharda 

97 *parlunyu stomach 1,2,3 

98 *pampura blind 1,2,3 papura 
99 *panta shallow 2 ;3 pata 

100 *panyu good 2,3 
!01 *pangkurru rib 1,2 

102 *pararrji seagull 1,2,3 

103 *parrarta humpy 1,2 ;3 parrarda 
104 *parrumpa wattle !,2;3 parrupa 
i05 *pawuka grebe !,2;3 pau'uga 

106 *pawurr tribal scar 2,3 

107 *pipi mother 1,2 

108 *pitharn liver 2;3 piyarn 
109 *pithu knife !,2~3 piyu 

110 *pirtipirti butterfly !,2 

! I 1 *pirtilya clean i,2;3 pirdilya 

! 12 *pirtinykura dotterel 1,3 pirdijkura 
113 *pirtirra black cockatoo 1,2 

114 .*pirtiyarrangu tree type 2,3 pirdiyarrangu 

I 15 *pirturn chicken hawk 1,2 ;3 pirdurn 
! 16 *pikurta euro 1,2 

117 *pilhi buttocks 2,3 

! 18 *pilyarr baby 1,2 

119 *pilykuru fish !,2,3 

120 *pilyu pearl shell 1,2,3 

121 *pintirra yamstick 1,2 ;3 pitirra 

122 *pirnkaji dish 2 ;3 pirtkayi 
123 *pingkulhu bob-tailed goanna 1,2;3 pikulhu 

124 *pirinyji miner bird 1,2 

125 *pirungkarri-Y afraid 1,2; pirukarri- 
126 *pirrulpirrul rainbow bird 1,2 

126 *puthalara fog 1,2 

128 *pujalangu cork tree 1,2 ;3 pujalangu 
129 *pujarri pregnant 1,2 

130 *purtulya quail 1,2 

131 *pukarti snakewood 2 ;3 puwardi 
132 *pukurra devil 1,2 ;3 puura 
133 *puiharn calf of leg 2,3 

134 *pula they(dual) 1,2,3 

135 *pulanyji doctor 1,2 ;3 pulaji 
136 *pulka spinifex gum 1,2,3 

137 *puulypa-L to blow 1,2 

138 *puriku tobacco !,2,3 

139 *purlungu lump 2,3 

140 *punthu blunt 1 ;3 puthu 

141 *punta tick 2;3 puta 
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142 *punyja-L to lick 1 ;2 puja- 

143 *purniji back 1,2;3 purniyi 

144 *pungkurti kangaroo 1,2;3 pukurdi 

145 *puru hornet 1,2 

146 *pw'ra lap 1,2,3 

147 *purrurn rise (in ground) 1,2,3 

148 *purruwaya flat ground 1,2,3 

149 *puwarla sandhill 1,3 

150 *thaapaja wild plum 1,2 ;3 thaawaya 

151 *thaakarrhY to yawn 1,2 

152 *thartula short i ;3 thardula 

153 *tharturaji tortoise 1,2 ;3 thardurayi 

154 *thaka-L to get 2;3 thawa- 

155 *thakurra net 1,2 

156 *thana they (plural) 1,2,3 

157 *thanarti sea(water) 1,2 ;3 thunardi 

158 *thanuwa vegetable food 2,3 

159 *tharru march fly 2,3 

160 *thawalu shade 1,2 

161 *thawarta boomerang !,2;3 thawarda 

162 *thawi song style 1,2,3 

163 *thinthi clitoris 2 ;3 thithi 

164 *thurtirlu snake 2 ;3 thurdirlu 

165 *thurtu caterpillar 1,2 ;3 thurdu 

166 *thuihanu old 1,2,3 

167 *thulpurtu straight 2 ;3 thulpurdu 

168 *thulu lumbar 1,3 

169 *thulu marrow 1 thulurmt;3 thuhahurr 

180 *thulunyku crane 2;3 thulujku 

171 *thunthu narrow 1,2;3 thuthu 

172 *thurnta-L to rub, paint 1,2;3 thurta- 

173 *thuwalka spinifex top i,2,3 

174 *thuwi frogmouth 1,2,3 

175 *.]akulyarri-Y to play 12 

176 *jalpira single man 1,2 

! 77 *jalpun>jarri grey martin 1,2 ;3 jalpujarri 

178 *jalura song 1,2,3 

179 *jalyurtura Sturt's desert pea 1,2 ;3 jalyurdura 

180 *jalyura hole 1,2,3 

18 ! *jampa short while 1,2 ;3 ./apa 

182 *janta lame 1,2;3 jata 

183 *jarnti-Y to limp 1,2;3 jarti- 

184 *jarntinti water hen 1,2;3 jartiti 

185 *jarnkuna emu 2 ;3 jartkuna 

186 *jarruparti bumble bee 1,2 

187 *jarrurru kookaburra 1,2,3 
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188 *jipa-L to drive 1 ;3 jiu,a- 

189 *jipili:zykura swallow 1,2 

190 *filinpiri mudlark 1,2;3 jilitpiri 

191 *jint~inti willy wag tail 1,2;3 .]itiyiti 

192 *jirtartu bellbird 1,2 ;3 jirdardu 

193 *jirtarra black goanna 1,2;3jirdarra 

194 *jiriparri echidna I ;3 jirlu'arri 

195 *jirrari-Y to jump 1,2 

196 *jiwara Shield 1,3 

197 *jurtungkaji honey 1,2;3 jurdukayi 

198 *jukara hiding I 2;3 juu'ara 

199 *jukarra foot i,2;(3 jugarra?) 20 

200 *jurrura-L to show 1,2 

201 *jurumpu down (of bird) 1,2;3 jurupu 

202 *kapakurta nightjar 1,2 

203 *kaparla dog 1,2 ;(3 kabarlu?) :° 

204 *kartukarri scavenger hawk 1,2 

205 *kartulya poor fellow 1,2;3 kardulya 

206 * kaktd testicles 1,2 ;3 kawld 

207 *kalarra bearded dragon i,2 

208 * karlakarlara goshawk !,2 

209 *karlpa-Y to arise 1,2 

210 *karlunka-L to call out 2;3 karlutka- 

21 ! * karlurn sweat 1,2,3 

212 *kamparri in front, before 1,2;3 kaparri 

213 *kanthi hip 2;3 kathi 

214 *kanparr spider's web 2;3 katparr 

215 ~'kankalha wild potato !,2;3 katkalha 

216 *kankara above 1,2;3 katkara 

217 *kanyara man, person 1~2,3 

218 *karnarra scorpion 2,3 

219 *karntarra sinew, root !,2;3 kartarra 

220 *karntawirri-Y to cry 1;3 kartawirri- 

221 *karrpara bird !,2,3 

222 *kawungka egg I ;3 kawuka 

223 *kayulu water I ;3 kayilu 

224 *kirtbL to tickle 1,2 

225 *kirtirr plover 1,2 

226 *kirrMnyja black kite 1,2 

227 *kupuju child 1,2 

228 *kuja rock, stone 1,2 

229 *kujuru world, language 1,2;3 kuyuru 

zo Informants consistently gave jugarra (not juwarra), kabarla (not kawarla) and kugaru (not 

kuwaru) as the Burduna forms for these three words. They may be loans from Dhalandji or 

Bayungu. 
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30 *kurta not, no 1,2 ;3 kurda 

31 *kurturr grey crane 1,2 

:32 *kukaru swan 1,2;(3 kugaru?) 2° 

:33 *kukayi come here! 1,2;3 kuwayi 

!34 *kukulara dove 1,2 ;3 kuulara 

135 *kulhiny maggot 1,2,3 

[36 *kulhuwi red 1,2,3 

[37 *kulanti fruit type 1,2 ;3 kulati 

!38 *k~dyirri shell parrot 2,3 

!39 *kurla-L to climb 12,3 

!40 *kurlpurr rock pigeon 1,2,3 

!41 *kurlirr galah 2,3 

~42 *kurliya ear 1,3 

!43 *kurlki girl 1,2,3 

>,44 *kumpukumpum cockroach 12 

245 *kunx/a semen 2 ;3 k~qa 

246 *kunyjunu hot 2 ;3 kujuml 

.>47 *kurntu breast 1 ;3 kurtu 

248 *kurnturu skin 1,2 ;3 kurmra 

249 *kun&kura lie, nothing 2;3 kukura 

250 *kuruwanyji cat 2 ;3 kuntwafi 

251 *kurrpartu bone 1,2 ;3 kurrpardu 

252 *kurrpartukuji thin I ;3 kurrparduwuyi 

253 *kurrpangkaru magpie 1,2 

254 *kurrpiny spear point 1,2,3 

255 *kurrurtu gum tree 1,2;3 kurrurdu 

256 *majun turtle 1,2 ;3 mayun 

257 *malyarra-Y to be sick 2,3 

258 *marlurangu rolypoly 1,2 

259 *manthurru termite 2 ;3 mathurru 

260 *mangkanu prickly Acacia 1,2 

261 *mangkarn spirit !,2 
262 *mangkawarla hat 1,2;3 makawarla 

263 *mangkurm blood I ;3 makurdu 

264 *mangu cheek 1,2.3 

265 *mara-L to pat, emblace !,2.3 

266 *marulura spider 2,3 

267 *mika back 1,2 ;3 miwa 

268 *mintirra crab I ;3 mitirra 

269 *mintulu nail 2 ;3 mitulu 

270 *mirriji rope 2 ;3 mirriyi 

271 *mirru spear thrower 2,3 

272 *mujiya- to hide, steal 1,2 ;3 muyiya- 

273 *mukulyarni-Y to laugh* 1,2 

274 *mukurri snake type 1,2 

275 *mulhurn bird bush 1,2.3 
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276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

3O2 

303 

304 

305 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

520 
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*mulu 

* mulyaru 

*murla 

*murlanykura 

*munti 

*muru 

*murral 

*murruwarntu 

*nhinthi 

*nhulkan 

*nhunti 

*nhungkun 

*nyaali-Y 

*nyami 

*nyanti 

*nyirti 

*nyilpu 

*nyina-Y 

*nyinta 

*nyirntil 

*lo,irrumpu 
*nyiru 

*nyurtil 

*nyuka-L 

* n yumparnu 

*nyumpurrji 

*n),urnli 

*ngapari 

*ngapili 

*ngapuru 

*ngathal 

*ngajarri 

*ngajurrpa 

*ngampu 

*nganaraji 

*nganu 

*ngaanyka-Y 

*ngarnawarra 

*ngarnturru 

*ngarnka 

*ngarnka 

*ngarnkura 

*ngangkanu 

*ngaranti 

*ngarralya 

*ngarrari 

P. Austin / Proto-Kanyara and proto-Mantharta 

vulva 1,2,3 

carpet snake 1,2,3 

meat 1,2,3 

28 parrot 1,2 ;3 murlajkura 

s o r e  2;3 muti 

penis 2,3 

hard 2,3 

emu tail feather 1,2:3 murruu'artu 

anus 2 ;3 nhithi 

fat 1,2,3 

dead 2;3 nhuti 

rotten 2:3 nhuktm 

to vomit 1,2 

mother's father !,2,3 

wren ! ,2 ;3 n~ati 

wife's parents 1,2 ;3 nyirdi 
bardey grub i,3 

to sit !,2,3 

you (singular) 1,2 

waist !,2 ;3 nyirtil 

navel 1,2 ;3 nyirrupu 
spirit bird 1,2 

heron 1,2 

to poke 1,2 ;3 nyuwa- 

scrub 1,2 ;3 nyuparnu 

finch 2 ;3 nyupurqi 

tail 1,2 ;3 nyurti 
father's mother 1,2 

porpoise 1,2 

brains 2 ;3 ngawuru 
parallel cousin 1,2 ;3 nga)~l 

spinifex 1,2 

mangrove 1 ;3 ngayurrpa 

tree 1,2 ;3 ngapu 

mountain devil !,213 nganarayi 

hungry 2,3 

to breathe 1 ;3 ngaajka. 

white cockatoo 1,2 

pelican 2;3 ngarturru 

beard 1,2 ;3 ngartka 

big 2;3 ngartka 

frog 2;3 ngartkura 
ignorant 1,2 ;3 ngakanu 

duck 2 ;3. ngarati 
widow(er) 1,2,3 

camp 1,2,3 
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322 *ngarraya husband's mother 1.2 

323 *ngarri a s h e s  !,2,3 

324 *wapirri wind 1,2;3 wabirri 

325 *.'atha heel 1,2 

326 *.~kararri.Y to fly 2:3 waararri- 
327 *walparra south 1,3 

328 *walkarta topknot pigeon 2;3 waikarda 

329 *walyparta lightning !,2;3 walyparda 
330 *warhm mulga 1,2,3 

331 *wampapatnt/ ant hill !.2:3 wapaarti 

332 *wanpayi-L to hit 1,2:3 watpayh 

333 *l¢¢ntawarri crazy, mad 1,2 ;3 wafawarri 

334 *warnamankura water serpent 1.2;3 wart~amatkura 

335 *warnli)~a-L to throw 2,3 wartiya- 

336 *warnkarn chest 1,2 ~3 wartkarn 
337 *wangura feather 2,3 

338 *warrari fly 2,3 

339 *warrkari head hair 2,3 

340 *wat~arrangali cuckoo shrike 1.2.3 

341 *wipirri long. tall 1,2 

342 *wirta boy i.2,3 wirda 

343 *wiliri wide 1,2,3 

344 *wirlu Acacia type 1.2.3 

345 *wimpil emu chick 1.2.3 wipi/ 

346 *winpirri- to whistle 1.2 

347 *winyjirr wild fig 1,2 

348 *wirrilirri-Y to roll 1,2.3 

349 *wuthurm-Y to lie on one's stomach i,2;3 wuyurda- 

350 *wujun dingo 2:3 wlo,ml 

351 *wurtura dust I ;3 wurdura 

352 *wunungu boil, tumour 1,2,3 

353 *wurrayi many 1,2,3 

354 *)~artanti windbreak 1,2 

355 *yartiyarra dugong I :2 yardiyarra 

356 *yalhuru flame 1,2 
357 *yirti),a road, track 2:3 yirdiya 

358 *.vii/ tune 1,2 

359 *yiminyja.L to pinch !,2 

360 *yirralya sharp 2,3 

361 *yukarta kopi, gypsum 1,2 

362 *yuntura flour 1,2 ;3 yutura 

363 *yungkurrji racehorse goanna 1,2 ~3 yukurrji 
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Appendix 3: Reconstructions with reflexes in Mantharts Ismguages only 

364 *papa water 4,5,7;8,9 pawa 
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,65 *paka-ru 2~ to copulate 6;8,9 paga- 

;66 *pakalya good 4,6,7;8 pagalya;9 pagaja 

167 *pali-ngku to vomit 4,6,7,8;padi- 

168 *parla blunt 6,7;9 parda 

169 *parlirri-a to return 4,6,7,8 ;9 pardirri- 

~70 *parlu stone 4,5.6,7,8 ;9 pardu 

~71 *panyi-ru to kick 6,7,8 

t72 *parna head 4,5,6,7.8,9 

373 *parnka big 4,6;8,9 partka 

~74 *para-ru to jump 6,8,9 

375 *pirlu maggot 4,6,7 

376 *pinkirti rib 5,~ ;8,9 pitkirdi 

377 *pinya-ngku to spear, dig 4,6,7,8,9 

378 *pinya-rri-ngku to fight 4,5,6,7,8,9 

379 *pirru meat 4,6,7,8 

380 *pimd hard 6.7;9 pirrut(pa) 

381 *piyal word, language 4,8 ;9 piyat(pd) 

382 *puthi-ru to hit 4,6,7;8,9 pudhi- 

383 *pulhu short 4,5,7 (see 390) 

384 *puulya-ru to blow 6, 7,8 ;9 puuja- 

385 *puntha-yi to wash 5,6,7;8,9 putha- 

386 *pungka-yi to blow (of wind) 5,6;8,9 puka- 

387 *pungka-ru to scratch 6,7;8,9 puka- 

388 *purra-ru to chop 6,7,8,9 

389 *purrarti woman 4,5,6,7 

390 *tharta short 6;8.9 tharda (see 383) 

391 *tharti quick 4,6,7;8,9 thardi 

392 *thalpa vulva 4,8 ;9 thatpa 

393 *thami mother's father 4,6.8,9 

394 *thantha bark of tree 5,6,7;9 thatha 

395 *thina foot 4,5,6.7,8,9 

396 *thuthu dog 4,5,6;8,9 thudhu 

397 *thuju soft 6,7,8 

398 *thurlku baby 4,7,8;9 thurtku 

399 *thunyi-ru to squeeze 7,8,9 

400 *thurnti vegetable food 6;8.9 thurti 

401 *thurni-ngku to laugh 4,5,6,7,8,9 

402 *thurnu snake 6,8,9 

403 *jartukurla nape 4,5,6,7 ;8 jarduurla ;9 jarduurda 

404 *jiluru egg 4,5,6,8 ;9 jiduru 

405 *jira-ru to sneeze 6,8,9 

21 For proto~Kanyara two verb classes are reconstructible; a mainly intransitive class -Y 

and a mainly transitive class -L. For proto-Mantharta five verb classes can be reconstructed; 

they are named after the purposive inflection as -ru, -rru, -yi, -ngku and -a (see 1.2 - a full 

account o f  Kaayara and Mantharta morphology is in preparation). 
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406 *jo'ada 

407 *juku-ru 

408 ~jumpa 

409 *kajaripu 

410 *kakarra 

411 *karlangkarangu 

412 *kampa-ru 

413 *kanpa 

414 *kanma 

415 *kanya-ngku 

416 *karrpi-ru 

417 *kayanu 

418 *kurta 

419 *kulypa-yi 

420 *kuda 

421 *kurla-ru 

422 * kurlparu 

423 * kurlparu 

424 *kurika 

425 * kurlkayi-ru 

426 * kumpa-yi 

427 * kumharti 

428 *kungkt7 

429 * nmrta 

430 *mamv-ru 

431 *mampu 

432 *mantlaarta 

433 *mana-ngku 

434 *marurri 

435 *maarru 

436 *min):iu 

437 *mirra-yi 

438 *mufira-ru 

439 *mufti 

440 *murlu 

441 *mungu 

442 *nhampara 

443 *nyiju 

444 *nyira 

445 *nyirruru 

446. *ngathi-ngku 

447 *ngarta 
448 *ngar!pu-ru 

449 *ngaanyma,ngku 

450 *ngangka 

45I *ngur~'a 

salt 

to throw 

child 

emu 

south 

old man 

to cook, burn 

scorpion 

fish 

to take, bring 

to tie 

one 

elder brother 

to be sick 

hole 

to climb 

dust 

magpie 

ear 

to hear 

to sit 

tail 

soakage 

blood 

to get, grab, catch 

bone 

man, human being 

to get, hold 

liver 

still, yet 

skin 

to call 

to steal 

knee 

chest 

sore 

dingo 

elbow 

brains 

navel 

to cry, weep 

shin 

to run, flow 

to breathe 

mother 

camp 

5,6,7 ;9 fiyarda 

4,6 ;8,9 ./ugu- 

6,7 ;8,9 jupa 

4,6,8 ;9 kajartpu 

6 ;8,9 kagarra 

6,7;8 karlakarangl, ;9 kardakarangu 

4,5,7;8,9 kapa- 

4;8,9 katpa 

6,7,8,9 

4,5,6,7,8,9 

6,7,8,9 

4,6,7,8,9 

6;8,9 kurda 

4,6,7,8 ;9 kttcpa- 
6,8 ;9 kurda 

4,6,7,8 ;9 kurda- 

5,6.7 ;9 kurtparu 

4,5,6;9 kurtparu 

4,5,6,7,8 ;9 kurtka 

4,5,6,7,8 ;9 kurtkayi- 

4,5,6,7;8,9 kupa- 

4,5,6,7 ;8,9 kuthardi 

6;8,9 kuka 

5,6,7;8,9 marda 

5,6,7,8,9 

4,6 ;8,9 mapu 

4,6;8 matha, rda (also kapo'ara) 

4,8,9 

4,6,8,9 

4,6.8,9 

4,6,7 

6,8,9 

6;8,9 nuo'ira- 

4,5,6 ;8,9 murdi 

5,6,7,8 ;9 murdu 

6,8,9 

6 ;9 nhapara 

4.5,6,7;8,9 nyiyu 

6,8,9 

5,6,7,8,9 

4,5,6,7 ;8.9 ngadhi- 

5,6,7;8,9 ngarda 

5,6,7 

5,6.7;8.9 ngaacki- 

6;8,9 ngaka 

4,5,6,7,8,9 
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452 *warta forehead 4.5.6.7;8.9 warda 

453 *wartu thicket, scrub 5~6,7;8.9 wardu 

454 *walangu b i r d  4,5.6.7 

455 *warlakuri round 5.6.7;9 wardawuri 

456 *warlarru eaglehawk 4,6,8 ;9 wardarru 

457 *wa'mpurra feather 5,6,7;8,9 wapurra 

458 *wanarra long. tall 4.5.6.7 

459 *warni.ngku to fall 4,6,7,8,9 

460 *wararrka-ru to split 5,6,8,9 

461 *~.a~'~r.f" not. no 4.5.6.7 

462 *wM~I:a shoulder 4.5.6.7 

463 *wirntu dead 4.6.7;8.9 wirtu 

464 *wiriny head hair 4.5.6.7.8.9 

465 *wt+ri-ru tc~ swallow 6.8.9 

466 *wuru tree 4.6.7.8.9 

467 *wurrkal throat, neck 4.6.8;9 wurrkat ( pa ) 

468 *wurruly leaf 4.8 ;9 wurruc (pa ) 

469 *yanyja other 4.6;8.9 yaca 

470 *yilki fingernail 4,5,6,7 

471 *yiri sharp 5,6,7,8,9 

472 *yurta back 4,5,6,7;8,9 yurda 

473 *yuru breast 6,7,8,9 

474 *yuwal wind 4.6.8 ;9 yuwat(pa) 

475 *yuwi fly 4.5.6.8.9 

Index to reconstructions 

above 216; Acacia 260, 344; afraid 125; alive 73; ankle 5; anthill 31~; anus 284; arise 209; 

arm 39, 44; armpit 27; ashes 323 

baby 118, 398; back 143, 267, 472; bad 11; bardey grub 292; bark 394; beard 17, 315; 

before 212; bellbird 94. 192; big 316, 373: bird 221, 454; bird, spirit 297; bird bush 275; 

blind 98; blood 263, 429; blow 137, 384, 386; blue tongue lizard 96; blunt 140, 368; boil 352; 

bone 251,431 ; boomerang 161 ; boy 342; brains 305, 444; break 81 ; breast 247, 473; breathe 312, 

449; bring 415; brother 95, 418; bumble bee 186; burn 412; bustard 4; butterfly I10; 

buttocks 117 

calf 133; call 210, 437; camp 321, 451; cat 250; catch 430; caterpillar 165; centipede 46; 

cheek 264: chest 336, 440; child 227, 408; chin 58; chop 388; clean I l l ;  climb 239, 421; 

clitoris 163; cloud 7; cockatoo 113, 313; cockroach 244; cold 67; come 233; cook 412; 

copulate 365; cork tree 128; cousin 306; cover 59; crab 268; crane 170, 231; crazy 333; 

creek 83; crooked 54; crow 70; cry 220, 446; cuckoo shrike 340; cut 74; cyclone 193 

dangerous 92; daughter 36; dead 286, 463; devil 132; dig 377; dingo 350, 442;, dish 122; 

doctor 135; dog 203, 396; dotterel 112; dove 234; down 201 ;dragon 1207; drink 2; drive 188; 

dry 9; duck 319; dugong 355; dust 351,422 
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eaglehawk 456; ear 242. 424; east 69; echidna 194; egg 222, 404; elbow 443; embrace 265; 
emu 185. 409; emuchick 345; enter 16;euro 116; eye 37 

face 65; faeces 35; fall 459; fat 285; father I; father's father 43; father's mother 303; father's 

sister 47; feather 337, 457; feather, emu 283; fig 347; fight 91,378; finch 301 ; fingernail 470; 

fire 28; fish 119, 414; flame 356; flour 352; flow 448; fly 326, 338, 475; fog 127; foot 199, 

395; forehead 452; frog 317; frogmouth 174; front 212; fruit 237 

galah 241; get 154, 430, 433; girl 243; give 71; go 12; goanna 123, 193, 363; good I00, 366; 
goshawk 208; grab 430; grebe 105; ground 85. 148; gum tree 255 

hair 57, 339. 464; hand 40. 56; hard 282, 380; hat 262; hawk i15, 204; head 372; hear 425; 

heart 13; heel 325; heron 298; hide 272; hiding 198; hip 26. 213; hit 332, 382; hold 433; 

hole 180, 420; honey 197; hornet 145; hot 246; house 41; humpy 103; hungry 311; husband's 
mother 322 

i 60; ignorant 318 

jaw 25;jump 195, 374 

kangaroo 144; kick 371; kidney 23; kite 226; knee 439; knife 109; kookaburra 187; kopi 361 

lame 182; 

249, 349; 

lump 139 

language 229, 381; lap 146; laugh 273, 401; leaf 468; left 56; lick 142; lie 68. 

lightning 329; limp 183; liver 108, 434; long 341, 458; louse 33; lumbar 168; 

mad 333; 

mangrove 

moon 78; 

mountain 

maggot 235. 375; magpie 253. 423; man 217, 432; man, old 411; man, single 176; 

308; many 353; marchfly 159; marrow 169; martin 177; meat 278, 379; miner 124; 

mother 107, 450; mother's brother 45: mother's father 289, 393; mother's mother 29; 

devil 310; mouth 14; mud 8; mudlark 190; mulga 330 

nail 269; name 87; nape 403; narrow 171; navel 296, 445; neck 467; net 155; night 24; 

nightjar 202; no 230, 461; north 82; nose 48; not 230. 461; nothing 249 

old 166; one 417; other 469 

paint 59, 172; parrot 238, 279; pat 265; pearl shell 120; pelican 314; penis 281; person 217, 

432; pigeon 240, 328; pinch 358; place 71; play 175; plover 225; plum 150; poke 299; poor 

fellow 205; porpoise 304; potato 215; pregnant 129; pull 79; push 53; put 71 

quail 130; quick 391 

rain 90; rainbow 43; rainbow bird 126; red 236; return 369; rib I01,376; rise 147; toad 357; 

rock 228; roll 348; rolypoly 258; rope 270; root 219; rotten !1,287; round 455; rub 59, 172; 

run 448 

saliva 77; salt 406; sand 85; sandhill 149; scorpion 2!8, 413; scratch 387; scrub 300, 453; 
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sea 157; seagull 102: see 50: semen 245: shade 160: shallow 99: sharp 36G, 471: shell 120; 

shield 196; shin 447; short 152, 383, 390: shortwhile 181: shoulder 44, 462: show 200: sick 

257, 419; sinew 219: sing 76; sit 293; 426; skin 248, 436; sky 20; sine" 6; smoke 21; 

snake 164, 274, 277, 402; snakewood 131~ sneeze 405; soakage 428; soft 39: someone 63; 

something 5t; somewhere 72; son 49; song 162, 178.: soon !0; sore 280, 441~ south 327, 410; 

speak 75; spear 38, 377; .pear point 254; spear thrower 271; spider 266: spider web 214; 

spinifex 307; spinifex gum 136: spinifex top 173; spirit 261; spit 77: split 460; spouse 84; 

squeeze 399: stand 89: star 3: steal 271,480; still 435: stomach 97; stone 228, 370; straight 167: 

Sturt's pea 179; sun 22: sweat 211: swallow 189: swan 232 

tail 302, 427; take 415: tall 341. 458; termite 259: testicles 206; that 66; they 134, 156: thicket 

453; thigh 80; thin 252; this 86i three 19: throat 467: throw 335, 407: thunder 7: tick 141: 

tickle 224; tie 416; tobacco 138; tongue 15; tooth 88: tortoise 153: track 357: tree 114, 309, 

466; tribal scar 106: tumour 352; tune 358: turtle 256; two 31 

urine 34 

vegetable food 158, 400: vomit 288, 367: vulva 276. 392 

waist 295; wash 385: water 223, 364; waterhen 184; water serpent 334: wattle 104: we 61, 62: 

west 30; where 72; whirlwind 32: whistle 346: who 63; wide 343: widow(er) 320: wife's parents 

291; willy wag tail 191: wind 324, 474: windbreak 354; woman 389; woman, old 18; word 

229, 381; wren 290 

yamstick 121: yawn 151: yes 64: yet 435: you 52, 55, 294 
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